CL/1

THE CICS COBOL PROGRAM GENERATOR
THE CL/1 SOLUTION TO:

- applications backlogs
- programmer productivity
- rising development costs
- scheduling problems

CL/1 is an integrated productivity tool which automatically generates command-level CICS COBOL applications programs for

- transaction processing
- data base update and inquiry
- data entry and editing
- other functions under CICS unique to your requirements

Faster than COBOL, a 5-statement CL/1 specification will generate 400 operational, efficient COBOL statements.

Simple to use, CL/1 accepts requests through a conversational format and generates custom-tailored bug-free ANS COBOL source programs.

This ease of use enables junior level programmers to write sophisticated CICS application programs very quickly—increasing your productivity and providing valuable job satisfaction.
Senior-level staff are freed to use their creativity to develop additional custom-tailored applications, drastically reducing backlog problems.

CL/1 is modular and fully functional at each successive level you may eventually require, it can expand and grow with you at a pace which parallels your own. With CL/1, you possess the ability to:

- develop virtually all CICS processing functions
- interface with any COBOL compatible software product
- support any possible COBOL conversion—such as a new CICS release.

CL/1 users automatically receive SDA's comprehensive on-site training, on-going support, and enhancements for all maintenance subscribers.

WITH GROWTH POTENTIAL DESIGNED IN AND OBSOLESENCE DESIGNED OUT, CL/1 MAKES GOOD BUSINESS SENSE
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